SmartRIA
Software Developer Intern; Marketing Intern
Knoxville

About
Smart RIA makes software that simplifies compliance for the wealth management industry. We excel at making the complex and often frustrating world of regulatory compliance simple to manage and easy to understand. Our unique roles for compliance consultants and distributed management of large corporations makes our solution able to handle any type of compliance problem for any sized company.

Intern roles and responsibilities
Software development interns are given experience coding as part of a mature dev team, and are given at least one major project to work on over the course of their internship. Most have worked on a few.

Marketing interns will have a chance to work in a busy marketing department that interacts with customers, other team members, and our digital marketing vendor. Research, writing and marketing training are all part of this internship.

Required qualifications
● Passionate about their area of expertise and eager to learn by doing.
● Preferably an intern has worked on his or her own personal projects in an effort to learn more. This shows that they're entrepreneurial by nature, and also truly want to pursue their area of study.
● Sufficient understanding of the subject area of the internship for which they're applying.
● Must be a cultural fit

Preferred skills
We appreciate any and all extra goodies that come with talented, passionate people.